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1. Bristol Green Capital Partnership is a cross-sector network of around 800 member organisations 

that share the vision is of a sustainable city with a high quality of life for all. Many of our 

members are working for improvements in Bristol’s air quality, and several are directly involved 

with the Congestion Task Group. 

2. The premature deaths of an estimated 300 people in Bristol are linked with poor air quality. Our 

city must act quickly to avoid these deaths and guarantee its citizens’ health – in particular of 

the young, the elderly, the infirm – and ensure those with the least resources and who 

contribute least to poor air quality no longer bear the greatest burden. 

3. We therefore support a clean air zone (CAZ) for Bristol as a powerful means to address this 

issue, and the exploration of implementation options, as part of a general move to: reduce road 

space allocation to polluting vehicles, increase allocation to non-polluting modes, in particular 

cycling and walking, replace diesel public transport vehicles and with cleaner vehicles, and 

increase penetration of electric and hybrid domestic cars and vans. 

4. While supportive of the selected options for the next stage of the CAZ study for the vehicle 

types to be potentially subject to a zone, we are disappointed that a zone covering the full 

urban extent of the city (which covers both Bristol City Council and South Gloucestershire 

Council areas) is not among the options for the next stage of the CAZ study for a decision. 

5. We are concerned that this risks not adequately addressing the health issue for poor air quality. 

The report on which the proposed decision is based highlights that the ‘urban extent’ option 

has “the greatest benefits for air quality”. The reasons outlined for not including the option that 

would most effectively address the health issue are difficult to assess on the basis of the 

published information. 

6. On the second argument, there is evidence that suggests that the poorest contribute the least 

to poor air quality.* Further supporting evidence would be helpful in order support the 

conclusion that the impact of such a zone would have “a greater effect on more low income 

households”, and confirm that the analysis to date includes health effects alongside economic 

impacts. To address any economic unfairness of a comprehensive CAZ, creative measures could 

be crafted, including preferential rates for those on low incomes and incentives for low 

emission conversion of vehicles. 

7. At this early stage, we urge the Cabinet to not rule out the exploration of the more difficult, but 

more effective for citizen’s health, option of a zone covering the city’s urban, or potentially 

returning to this option if justified by analysis in the next stage of CAZ assessment. We also 

hope health and environmental considerations will be given due weight in all further CAZ 

analysis. 

8. The Partnership will continue to support and contribute to this work as it continues, and we 

look forward to constructively engaging our member organisations with future consultations. 

                                                           
* Barnes, J.& Chatterton T., “An environmental justice analysis of exposure to traffic-related pollutants in 
England and Wales”, WIT Transactions on Ecology and the Environment, 210 (12), pp431-442 
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